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Application Performance 
Management (APM): Operational 
Intelligence for Your Total App Stack

Are your app users’ expectations off the charts? Don’t be 
surprised. Statistics show that the majority of mobile app users 
blame the company and its development teams for performance 
issues*. 

If poor app performance is causing you economic impact — or 
even damage to your reputation — you recognize it’s a problem. 
Yet, your development teams are overloaded with application 
updates, not to mention functional technology upgrades to 
support new feature sets. Who has time to watch for bugs or 
track down system bottlenecks?

No Matter Where You Are in the Process, We 
Have You Covered.

Most organizations today fall into one of two camps:

• Teams are trying to monitor apps using antiquated solutions  
 that provide little to no actionable insight for remediating   
 issues. 

• Firms have no monitoring or management solution in place,  
 leaving performance issues to be remediated only after they  
 cause user crashes or wholesale outages.

Whether one of these scenarios fits your firm perfectly, or you are 
simply dissatisfied with the intelligence you receive from your 
current APM solution, our experts will help you address your app 
performance challenges. 

To put you on the inside track to excellence, we have identified 
and partnered with the most robust, highly rated** APM 
platforms on the market today — AppDynamics and Dynatrace. 
(We were gratified earlier this year to learn that Gartner agreed 
with us.) As a fully authorized reseller for both platforms, Orasi 
and its APM authorities will work closely with your teams to 
identify, select, deploy, configure and optimize the solution that 
best aligns with your needs.

As part of the effort, our experts perform a deeply probing 
discovery, mapping every single application in your stack 
— from line-of-business and productivity apps to database 
applications — along with infrastructure, third-party processes 
and other network elements that impact reliability and 
performance. Based on the results of our discovery, we deliver 
a solution recommendation tailored to your firm and its unique 
environment. 

*55% of app users, per Dimension Research’s “Mobile App User Survey,” 2015
**AppDynamics and Dynatrace placed highest among APM solutions in the March 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant

Relax. Orasi has your back. As a recognized 

leader in performance and quality assurance, 

Orasi is empowering organizations with 

metrics-based insight to maximize app 

reliability and throughput.  
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Orasi APM: The Intelligence Is Powerful; The 
Value Is Clear

With best-in-class APM, your software teams will have the data-
based intelligence they need to:

• Inspect real user data and extract performance metrics on   
 applications, including their dependencies and transactions.

• Monitor the stability and responsiveness of both physical and  
 cloud infrastructure.

• Benchmark the pipelines of third-party services to identify   
 performance bottlenecks. 

• Receive actionable data in real time to resolve performance or  
 availability issues before they affect users. 

The Orasi Difference

Orasi has a 20-year legacy of helping some of the world’s largest 
organizations track down, test and remediate performance issues 
in even the most complex, distributed, composite applications. 

When we launched our firm, automated APM didn’t even exist, 
but since that time, APM has evolved significantly. Orasi has had 
its finger on the APM “pulse” all along, monitoring the technology 
as it became an imperative for quality application delivery. 
Applying our broad expertise to the issue of application stack 
performance, we engineered a specialized technique for APM 
solution-matching. It has no agenda other than equipping our 
customers with the tools and expertise to promote application 
excellence in every corner of the world. 

In short, there is no software-focused organization with a longer 
history of performance and quality-boosting initiatives. We apply 
that expertise to help clients confidently leverage a technology 
that represents the future of application performance. 

If you don’t agree that our track record speaks for itself, our APM 
experts would be happy to tell you more.

Regardless of an enterprise’s stage of APM adoption, Orasi’s specialists work closely with 

client teams to help them identify and understand their APM challenges. Based on the 

results, they make a solution recommendation that not only meets the firm’s APM goals 

but also fosters the business and customer satisfaction objectives of the company. 


